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Extending the power of
BigFix Compliance with
Patch Reporting
Highlights
•

Extend the analytics and reporting
capabilities of BigFix Compliance
from security configuration to
security patching

•

Gain a comprehensive and timely view of
patching activity and progress to assess
the security posture

•

Identify the critical and high severity
patches and their remediation status to
determine the next priority

•

Track when patches are released
and whether the patches have been
applied to demonstrate compliance
and pass audits

What is Patch Reporting in BigFix Compliance?

IBM®BigFix® Compliance helps organizations ensure continuous
compliance with government regulations and corporate security
policies while reducing costs and mitigating security risks. The BigFix
infrastructure and best-practice checklists are implemented based on
benchmarks published by CIS, DISA STIG, USGCB and PCI DSS.
BigFix Compliance provides near real-time visibility into security
configurations across an organization while facilitating continuous,
automated policy enforcement to endpoints. This includes laptops,
desktops, servers, automated teller machines (ATMs) and point of sale
(POS) devices, whether they are on or off the corporate network.

Figure 1: BigFix Compliance - Overview
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Patch Reporting is a new feature in BigFix Compliance that
tracks, analyzes and reports on the current status and
historical trends of patching activities across endpoints in a
BigFix deployment. Using the same Compliance Analytics
engine and a similar reporting methodology, this feature
allows BigFix Compliance to provide additional benefits to
the security, IT operations and compliance teams within
an organization:

The patching posture information is also available for various
levels of detail, including a computer group, an individual
computer or an individual patch. For each endpoint, the report
shows the patching posture of the patches applicable to the
endpoint and each patch’s properties and remediation status.
For each patch, the report shows the patching posture of the
endpoints the patch is applicable to and each endpoint’s
properties and remediation status.

• Complete assessment of the patching posture by SOC
or IT operations managers
• More efficient prioritization of vulnerability remediation
by IT operations specialists
• Effective demonstration of compliance with regulations
or organization policies by compliance specialists

Patching posture assessment

When patches are applied to applicable endpoints,
organizations need a comprehensive and timely view of the
progress of the patching activities. This is to assess the
patching effort efficiency and how vulnerabilities have been
remediated by the patches.
Patch Reporting provides analytics and reporting for the
current status and historical trend of the applicable patches
across endpoints. An IT operations manager or a SOC
manager can use the Patch Overview Report to get an
assessment of the current and historical patching
posture including:
• The total number of remediations to be applied and how it
has changed over time. (A remediation means one patch
applied to an endpoint.)
• The percentage of the remediations completed and how
this has changed over time
• A list of the endpoints that have the most patches yet
to be applied
• A list of the most recently released patches

Figure 3: BigFix Compliance Patch Reporting – Computer List
and Computer views

Figure 2: BigFix Compliance Patch Reporting – Overview
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Remediation task prioritization

Many organizations continue to look for ways to bridge the
gaps between security and IT operations. It is even more
important for endpoint management and security, because
typically there are numerous vulnerabilities discovered by the
security team and there are always patches to be applied by
the IT Operations team. To improve security posture, an IT
operation team needs more information to help them
prioritize patching efforts.

Figure 5: BigFix Compliance Patch Reporting – Patch List view

Supported platforms and applications

Patches for Microsoft Windows platforms and applications
and RHEL platforms are supported by Patch Reporting. The
list of supported platforms and applications will continue to
expand. For the complete list of supported platforms and
applications, please visit the IBM Knowledge Center.

With Patch Reporting, an IT operation specialist can use
the embedded sorting and filtering functions to identify
the critical and high-severity patches and their applicable
endpoints. Specialists can immediately learn their
current remediation status, to determine the next
remediation priority.

From security configuration to security
patch to vulnerability

Patch Reporting extends the analytics and reporting
capabilities of BigFix Compliance from security configuration
to security patching. It allows an organization to monitor,
assess and report the current and historical posture of these
two important endpoint security areas. It allows for a more
complete picture of the organization’s overall security and
risk posture.

Figure 6: Extending BigFix Compliance to security patch to vulnerability.

Figure 4: BigFix Compliance Patch Reporting – Filtering the Patch List view

Patch compliance reporting

Many security regulations have specific mandates for
the timeliness of applying security patches. For each patch
in the scope of regulatory compliance, an organization
must track when the patch was made available and when
it was applied to the applicable endpoints. This is to
demonstrate its compliance and to help pass
compliance audits.
With Patch Reporting, a compliance specialist can
effectively track when patches are released and whether
the patch has been applied to applicable endpoints. Or, if
not, the current status. Reports can easily be exported to a
CSV file or a PDF document as proof of compliance or for
auditing purposes.
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For more information

To learn more about IBM BigFix Compliance, contact your
IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit:
ibm.com/software/products/en/ibm-bigfix-compliance.
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